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(R5) 19:05 GOODWOOD, 2m 

Ladbrokes Handicap (Class 5) (3YO only)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (5) 426295 FAYETTA 13 
b f Champs Elysees - Starfan

3 9 - 7b T E Whelan
David Loughnane

69

Jockey Colours: White, black seams, black and royal blue striped sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Consistent front runner who was only fifth at Lingfield and will continue to
prove vulnerable to anything progressive.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

2 (4) 878-123 BLAME IT ON SALLY (IRE) 16 BF 
b g Canford Cliffs - Sliding Scale

3 9 - 3v1 Ryan Tate
Sir Mark Prescott

65

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Made a winning return at Epsom prior to a good second and, while he was a
bit disappointing at Bath last time, there's every chance he can get back on track in a visor
here.  (Forecast 2.75)

Notes: 

3 (1) 087-142 WHISTLER BOWL 8 
b f Mukhadram - Sablonne

3 9 - 2 Hector Crouch
G L Moore

64

Jockey Colours: Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Off the mark when scoring in 11.5f Lingfield handicap in June and has
remained in good form, improving when staying-on second at Salisbury last time. Excellent
claims upped further in trip.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

4 (2) 745266 SEA ART 32 
b g Born To Sea - Kekova

3 9 - 1v P J Dobbs
W J Knight

63

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and red diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red star
Timeform says: Wasn't totally discredited when mid-field at Windsor a month ago but she's
well exposed and still a maiden, so she's going to have to find improvement for the longer trip
if she's to prevail.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

5 (3) 712057 VIN D'HONNEUR (IRE) 21 
ch f Le Havre - Happy Wedding

3 8 - 8p David Probert
S C Williams

56

Jockey Colours: Red, pink star and sleeves, orange cap
Timeform says: AW winner in March and cast aside a heavy defeat at Yarmouth but hasn't
really built on that and seemed to have little in hand when seventh at Newmarket last time.
Others make more appeal.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: WHISTLER BOWL improved again when runner-up at Lingfield last time, still
strong at the finish, so she shouldn't have any problem with another step up in trip and is taken to get
the better of Blame It On Sally, who could resume progress with a visor replacing cheekpieces. Sea Art
is the most appealing of the remainder.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: WHISTLER BOWL (3) 
2: BLAME IT ON SALLY (2) 
3: SEA ART (4)


